Reps Pass SC Budget

A highlight of discussion of the Student Council budget was held in the first meeting of the term last Friday evening. The budget, which will come before the Council after this morning’s approval, includes $300 to be given to the clubs, distributed through the Intramural Club Board.

Prior to discussion of the budget, the Council heard short addresses from Acting Dean Lewis Mayers, Professor Daniel P. Parker, City College of New York, and President William H. S. Johnson, president of Students Ruth C. Miller, President of Student Life, and Dr. John C. Clark, President of Students Ralph Schefflan, national affairs officer of the National Student Association, discussed the history of NSA and its duties, and foreign policy problems.

The controversial SC publication, Baruchian, was cause for heated debate. Shaker University’s 57, recording secretary, sought a motion to delete the 57th and 58th editions of the Baruchian. This motion was defeated, 5-17-2. Baruchian will now be prepared under the term of Student Life; for the third, fourth, and fifth semesters of the second term. The second half of the session will be held in photo-offset form, allowing publication of the "intrusion of mob violence from outside the University that may determine the policy of the University's future endeavors." City was on the wrong end of a 63-60 count.

Gallagher Attacks Alabama Riots: Eastland Deplored as Demagogue

City College President Buell G. Gallagher last night discussed the "infiltration of mob violence from outside the University." He took the "infiltration of mob violence from outside the University that may determine the policy of the University's future endeavors." He was on the wrong end of a 63-60 count.

The President said, "The society desperately needs right now is fresh infusion of white corpuscles in the civic blood stream. The poisonous of racial prejudice and religious bigotry are liberally fed into our common life by the ignorant, the uninformed and the small-minded, not those free, those with political interests." The President was on the wrong end of a 63-60 count.

Truman vs. Baruch; Disagreement Rages

In the course of writing his memoirs, reprinted in Life magazine, former President Harry S. Truman sharply reprimanded Bernard M. Baruch. He stated that Baruch "assumed an unofficial status as 'adviser' and was concerned with whether he would receive public recognition..." Truman had no intention of having him tell him what his job should be.

In the February 13 issue of Life, Baruch replied: "It appears that Truman was a better president than he is an historian. When the full story of the drafting of our atomic energy proposals is made public, including all and not part of the facts in Mr. Truman's possession, history will show no basis for this display of personal spite.

Mr. Truman may have been anxious, as he indicates in his article, to enliven my aid in a difficult political situation. But my only duty is to the President and the American people, to advocate the safest and soundest proposals for the control of atomic energy which could be devised. That was my sole consideration when, in my 70th year, I agreed to represent the United States in the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission.

The question as to who was to draft a policy arose when Mr. Truman was a better president. Far from reading me out of commission, as he indicates in this article, I (Mr. Baruch) had no intention of having him tell me what his job should be.

The question as to how the President and I discussed my assignment. Far from reading me out of commission, as he indicates in the article, I (Mr. Baruch) had no intention of having him tell me what his job should be.
Hazing

The Friedman Orientation Society has put up a program to prevent freshmen from becoming members of certain fraternities. The program is designed to prevent excessive hazing, which the society feels is a waste of time and money.
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City Fencers Romp Rams; Mills Stars

The City College fencing team evened up its season's record at three wins and three losses by soundly besting Fordham University, 22-5, Saturday, in Wingate Hall.

The Lavender swordsmen swept the foil and epee events by scores of 8-1, 6-3 and 8-1, respectively.

Elliot Mills, by winning each of his three sabre bouts, continued a streak of consecutive victories which, after the Fordham bout, makes it 11. This includes triple wins over Princeton and Yale.

Other big winners for the Beavers in the Ram tilt included Norman Zafman and Jonas Ulens, who each scored three victories in the epee event.

Fordham, whose season's record now stands at no wins and four losses, seized a short-lived lead at the outset when its ace foil man, Bob Gottlieb, defeated Beaver Captain Mort Glasser, 6-3, and Joe Wolfe, 5-0. City then proceeded to take the next nine bouts to secure its third win.

Beavers Take on Violets Wednesday at Rams' Gym

The "Beat NYU" rally has already taken place, the pre-game predictions have been made, and all that remains is the awaited contest itself. Wednesday night when the City College basketball team meets New York University at the Fordham gymnasium at 9.

The annual rivalry will not be accompanied by the usual frases and enthusiasm on the part of the student body of the two schools as was the case in bygone days. But, then again, the Beavers, who sport a 2-12 record and the Violets, who are 8-7 on the season, are not the powerhouses they used to be.

Last year, NYU Coach Howard Cann canned his 400th victory as Violets basketball mentor when his cagers took a sizzler away from the Beavers, 55-44.

That game marked the 22nd time the Violets defeated City in the series which dates back to 1914. The Beavers have won 18.

Although the high scorer in last year's game will be playing (NYU's Art Tierney who scored 16 points), both squads are essentially new. Tom DeLuca, Jim Nida and Tierney are expected to give the Beavers a run for their money.

The Lavender grapplers were led by Al Taylor, the New England 1261/2 pound champion, who recorded his fifth consecutive pin of the season. Taylor stopped John Bulavko with a half nelson at 2:27.

In another exciting and furious bout, Jim Zoubanis of City, who has fully recovered from the shoulder injury that hampered his play last season and through the early part of this campaign, decided Dick Burns, 12-3.

In the Wingate pool, the Beaver swimmers chalked up nine bouts to secure its third win.

The Beavers, who sport a 2-12 record, are 4-1 in Met Conference competition.

The Beavers opened up a lead when Sol Stern, Tom DeLuca and Jonas Ulens who each scored three victories in the epee event.

Fordham, whose season's record now stands at no wins and four losses, seized a short-lived lead at the outset when its ace foil man, Bob Gottlieb, defeated Beaver Captain Mort Glasser, 6-3, and Joe Wolfe, 5-0. City then proceeded to take the next nine bouts to secure its third win.

The hero of the contest, however, was Richie Garber, City's smallest man at 5-6. He entered the game with the score 71-70 in City's favor at the twelve-minute mark of the second half. Garber proceeded to spark the Lavender by toasting in twelve tacles.

Matmen Rip Poly, 24-16; Swimmers Defeat Brooklyn

The College's wrestling and swimming teams continued their winning ways Saturday as the matmen overpowered Brooklyn Polytechnic, 24-8, and the mermen captured the 300-yard medley relay in 3:30.4, four seconds faster than the record.
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